FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $69*

LOW PRICES EVERYDAY

Deuter

AViANT Carry On Pro 36
Black
$319.99 $249.90

Details

Specifications

Be able to pack your clothes, laptop and important
documents into one convenient pack with the Carry On Pro
36 from Deuter. It opens up full just like a suitcase to reveal
two compartments, with one mesh compartment to store
clothes. This design features a contact back system, which
can be adjusted, with a flexible X frame and ergonomic hip
fins to transfer the weight of your load for your comfort. Stow
your laptop or tablet in the padded compartment, and keep
smaller items easier to access in the zipped front pocket or
organiser compartment. Pick it up by the two padded grab
handles, or carry it by the shoulder straps which can be
stowed away to prevent damage in transit. This pack also
has a pass-through sleeve at the back to thread on your
luggage handle to keep everything together, a removable bag
for your shoes or dirty laundry, and a document compartment
to prevent important papers creasing. Whether you're
jumping on a plane for work or a holiday, the Carry On Pro 36
from Deuter is the versatile pack to carry your gear designed
specifically for travelling. Contact back system with an
adjustable flexible X frame Ergonomic hip fins transfer the
weight of your pack efficiently Shoulder straps that can be
stowed for transit Two compartments, with one mesh one for
your clothesPadded compartment for laptop or tablet
Organiser compartment and zipped front pocketTwo padded
grab handlesPass-through sleeve at back for threading
through luggage handle Document compartment Removable
shoe/laundry bag for organisation Internal compression
straps for clothing

Snowys Code:

145190

Supplier Code:

3510220-7000-0

In Use Dimensions:

34L x 23W x 55H cm

Capacity:

36 L

Material:

600D Polyester | PFC Free

Harness:

Multi Stage VariQuick | Flexible XFrame | 3D Airmesh Contact System |
Removable Chest Strap

Laptop Compartment:

Yes

Sternum Strap:

Adjustable

Smartphone
Compatibility:

NFC Technology

Weight:

1.360 Kg

Warranty:

Limited Lifetime

Have a question about this product?
1300 914 007

service@snowys.com.au

Snowys Outdoors

Changed your mind?
For all information on how to return an item, visit www.snowys.com.au/returns
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